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Quantum Orchestra is the gripping story shared by Tonyâ€”an ordinary man burdened with an

extraordinary task. Doc canâ€™t find the right hole in his belt to poke his buckle through, yet his

work in quantum physics discovers a connection between the physical and spiritual worlds. Los

Alamos Labs knows that gifted individuals sometimes suffer with psychological issues and Doc is no

exception. He condemns the Lab: â€œWe are removing the thread from the substrate of matter and

undoing the divine fabric of existence,â€• and they are aware of his betrayal. He has a plan and

recruits Tony to help stop our plunge into the abyss. His abilities impress Tony, but itâ€™s hard to

separate genius from lunatic. Though life has a way of changing one's perceptions and new

â€œdoorsâ€• open to Tony.This story is inspired by true events and will change the way you view the

world.Quantum Orchestra is a mesmerizing tightrope walk through the dichotomy of reality,

swinging side to side from physical to spiritual, humorous to haunting, sophisticated to simple,

apocalyptic to hopeful, ... and ends once you say, â€œAha.â€•Craig Smedley was a civilian

contractor at several government installations, which includes Los Alamos National Labs., Sandia

National Labs., and a classified facility near White Sands Missile Range. He also has a BA in

English Literature from Ohio University and has been a lifelong writer. More information about the

author and inspiration behind the story can be found online.
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Simply Wonderful. I'm an avid reader (a book a week for over 40 yrs.) and this is outside of my

normal area of interest but what a surprise. It was full of funny experiences and on the other end

some very moving ones. There was a spooky underlying element to this book. The book was deep

and I took some "thinking pauses." I was not overwhelmed by the science that is mended into the

story, just fascinated. I fell in love with the quirky hero of this book and his brilliant plan for survival.

The plan was extremely clever and the book is full of twists. The ending is a surprise and answers

all the lingering questions.It is "smart"--very smart--and the writing is beautiful. Here is an excerpt: "

... there were few radio stations strong enough to reach us; the ones that did were drowning in

static. Sometimes audible voices pierced the surface just enough to keep us from spinning the radio

dial; often it was the voice of a man echoing warnings of God's wrath and judgment day. I remember

somewhere outside of Corona, New Mexico, hearing Bob Dylan's voice rise to the surface, singing

â€œNorth Country Blues.â€• We lost the frequency just as the song ended. The song could have

been a tribute to all the forgotten towns we'd been through. It was a song vaguely transmitted from

another time that seemed like it was lost and wandering the boundless countrysides only to be

briefly found by us as it sailed past on its perpetual journey."Overall I found this book to be mostly

inspiring with a very important perspective on life as we all now live it. I will definitely share this book

with others!

The book follows the wild and unexpected journey of an ordinary man given an extraordinary task. I

was at first intimidated by the title but found as I read that the heaviness of the book is lightened

with likeable and humorous characters. It is one of those books that stick with you long after you've

finished reading.

I read nonfiction and was given a copy by the author, whom I know. So I was thinking about

skimming it as a courtesy to him. Instead I was really impressed by this book! I could not put it

down. The pace continued to grow as the book went along making it even harder to put down. The

story was funny at times and heart-wrenching at other times. It had its wild parts as well and saying

it was a "trip" is fitting. I definitely thought I'd skim over all the science talk but it turned out to be very



interesting. This book made me question everything we've been taught and had a great message

(meaning of life stuff). Everyone should read this book!!!!!

I found the story very thought-provoking, entertaining, and inspiring. It made me think differently

about everyday events and how life can be viewed in ways I had never imagined. It was an exciting

journey through the years of Tonyâ€™s life; laced with funny and sophisticated content that was

wrapped up beautifully at the end. I really enjoyed it from cover to cover. I have recommended this

book to many friends.

I was blown away by this book!!! This story mirrors our reality so greatly yet twists it in a way that

you repeatedly stop and question whether what you are reading is fiction or fact. I fell in love with

the characters, was curious from the end of the first chapter how this all would end and was left

wanting more when it ended! The author writes like a seasoned writer and was noting shy of poetic

at times! Bravo! Cannot wait to see what is to follow!!!!

Gifted author with his first novel has whipped up a Quantum feast! Bringing alive spiritual and

physical realms with such skill that fiction sounds like non fiction. Characters are engaging, of this

world, yet not of this world. Must read for quantum lovers.
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